As of October 7, 2016

Cohen Veterans Network Data

The Cohen Veterans Network publicly launched in April 2016. Since then, four new Steven A. Cohen Military Family clinics have opened: San Antonio, Dallas, Los Angeles and Philadelphia. A New York based clinic at NYU, in operation for three and a half years, rounds out the first five pilot clinics.

Early results:

- **540**: The year-to-date client numbers at the four new pilot clinics in just four months.
- **1,536**: The total number of clients that CVN clinics have served, including NYU.

The breakdown of the client outpatient population at the four new clinics:

- 56% veterans
- 24% adult family members (non-veterans)
- 12% children
- 7% case management (any client referred to other services such as employment or housing support, outside of clinical care).

Key takeaways:

- CVN is treating the **entire military family** as more than 35% of our clients are non-veterans.
- Our clients have experienced first appointments in **less than one week** after contacting our clinics.
- CVN is seeing **all veterans** who have served in the United States Armed Forces, regardless of role while in uniform or discharge status. This includes the National Guard and Reserves.
- We are treating parents, siblings, spouses or partners, children, caretakers, and others.

ABOUT CVN

Our Steven A. Cohen Military Family Clinics treat a variety of mental health issues including depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress, adjustment issues, anger, grief and loss, family issues, transition challenges, relationship problems, and children’s behavioral problems. The high-quality care is confidential and accessible, at no-cost to the military families.
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